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ABSTRACT
This study looks at how the huge amount of data flowing through big wireless networks. With more and more people
using smartphones and other devices, these networks handle a ton of information. This is called "big data" because it’s a
lot, comes in different forms like text and images, moves really fast, and can be super useful if it is analyzed in right way.
The big data is divided into four stages: first, the raw data is collected (Data Acquisition); then, the data is cleaned up
(Data Preprocessing); next, find a place to store it (Data Storage); finally, differ-ent methods are used to get insights from
the data (Data Analytics). This paper covers a range of wireless networks like sensor networks, mobile communication
networks, and more. It explains why analyzing this data is essential for things like improving user experience, safety,
and efficiency in these networks. The goal is to give a clear picture of how this whole process works in the world of big
wire-less networks.
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I. INTRODUCTION
There’s a lot of growth can be seen in wireless communi-
cation methods, which are used by many people around the
world. These technologies connect various devices, forming
large-scale wireless networks. These networks handle a mas-
sive amount of data, especially with the increasing use of
smartphones, tablets, laptops, sensors, and other smart de-
vices. The amount of mobile data has grown so much that this
period is called ‘big data era’[1] of artificial intelligence(AI).
It means a type of data that has some special characteristics,
often called the "4Vs". As shown in Fig 1:

a) Volume: There’s a huge amount of data, ranging from a
lot to a whole lot (think of it as a really big file).

b) Variety: The data comes in many forms - structured
(like in data-bases), semi-structured, unstructured, text,
images, videos, and more.

c) Velocity: Data is generated and processed very quickly,
often in real-time.

d) Value: The analysis of this big data can provide signifi-
cant bene-fits, both in business and for society.

All the information is flowing through wireless networks –
messag-es, pictures, videos, and data from various devices.
There’s so much of it, in different forms, coming at high
speeds, and it’s valuable for many things like improving net-
work operations, managing networks efficiently, and ensur-
ing security, optimizing traffic systems, manag-ing logistics,
and studying social behavior.
This explosion of big data in wireless networks presents
challenges, like designing networks that can handle this huge

FIGURE 1: 4V’s of Big Data

flow of information. But it also brings lots of benefits because
analyzing this data can help us understand and improve how
these networks function. It’s like hav-ing a treasure trove
of information that, when properly analyzed, can lead to
valuable insights and improvements in various aspects of
our connected world. Managing the growing volume and
complexity of data poses a difficulty for cybersecurity. Se-
curity [2-4] measures need to examine extensive datasets to
recognize patterns, anomalies, and potential threats.
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FIGURE 2: Life cycle of big data analytics in large scale
wireless net-works

II. LIFE CYCLE OF BIG DATA ANALYTICS
Here the process of Big Data Analytics (BDA) is introduced
by a four-stage life cycle as represented in Fig 2. This cycle
includes Data Acquisition, Data Preprocessing, Data Storage,
and Data Analytics.

a) Data Acquisition: Think of this stage as collecting infor-
mation. The raw data is gathered from various sources
using specialized technologies, like reading RFID tags
in the Internet of Things (IoT)[5-6]. This data is then
sent to a storage system through wired or wireless
networks.

b) Data Preprocessing: Once the raw data is collected, it is
needed to be cleaned up before storing it. This involves
dealing with the large volume, duplicate entries, and
uncertain features in the data. The techniques are used
like data cleaning, integration, and com-pression to tidy
up the information.

c) Data Storage: Now there is need of a place to keep
all this data. Data storage involves managing massive
datasets and has two parts: infrastructure (like storage
and network devices) and data management software.

d) Data Analytics: The use different schemes to extract
valuable in-sights from the massive datasets.

The following diagram represents all these stages.

III. ROLE OF WIRELESS NETWORKS
Throughout these stages, consideration of the types of wire-
less net-works is important to make sure to adapt the process
to the unique fea-tures of larger area wireless networks. In
simple words, it’s like going through steps to handle a lot of
in-formation: first, collecting it, then cleaning it up, finding
a good place to store it, and finally, figuring out what useful
things could be learnt from it. And all of this is tailored to fit
the world of large-scale wire-less networks.
The comparison of the current paper with existing surveys
and high-lights the contributions of the current research in the
context BDA for wireless networks. There have been many
studies on Big Data Analytics, which is like making sense of
really large amounts of data. Some studies focused on general
computing systems, like computers and data warehouses, but
they might not be suitable for large wireless networks. These
networks generate a massive amount of data in real-time and
have different characteristics.
Some recent studies looked at Big Data Analytics in specific

wire-less networks, like sensor networks or mobile com-
munication net-works. However, these studies are often too
specific and don’t cover the variety of wireless networks
that exist. This article covers the big data analytics in large
wireless networks in a way that includes different phases
and types of networks. The aim is to give readers a clear
picture of how Big Data Analytics works in these networks,
from collecting data to analyzing it. This is important because
wireless networks are different from other systems, and un-
derstanding how Big Data Analytics fits into them is crucial.

IV. SOURCES OF DATA
The data in large wireless networks comes from various
sources like sensors, cameras, and devices in vehicles, smart-
phones, and RFID tags. This data is often generated in real-
time, like quickly sending a road danger warning to drivers.
Mobile Communication Networks - Mobile networks gen-
erate a lot of data related to user activities. This includes
data from sensors, user profiles, and the usage of social
applications. For example, it can in-clude login information,
connections between users, and data from using third-party
services like online games.
Vehicular Networks - In vehicular networks, data is gathered
from sensors in vehicles for safety and efficiency. This data
includes struc-tured information like transportation safety
and efficiency, and it’s collected in real-time.
Mobile Social Networks - Mobile social networks involve
data related to users’ social interactions and applications.
This includes login data, connections, application data, user
profiles, ratings, and interests. Ba-sically, it’s about how
people connect and interact in the digital world.
Internet of Things (IoT) - IoT connects various devices to
the internet, collecting data from the environment. This can
be in logistics, envi-ronmental monitoring, smart homes, and
more. For example, wireless sensor networks (WSNs)[5] are
a part of IoT and are used in things like smart cities and man-
ufacturing. All these data sources generate a huge amount
of diverse data, in-cluding structured and unstructured types,
and it often needs real-time processing. The table summarizes
these data sources.

Necessities of Big Data Analytics for Large Scale Wireless
Net-works There is so much data being generated every
day, and the need of extracting, classification and processing
valuable information from it, is evident which can be per-
formed by machine learning [7-10]. Different networks have
different needs:

1) Mobile Communication Networks - BDA helps opti-
mize network costs and energy consumption, improve
user experience, and en-hance security.

2) Vehicular Networks - It ensures transportation safety,
efficiency, and ride quality by analyzing real-time data.

3) Mobile Social Networks - BDA is essential for under-
standing user behavior, interests, and improving social
welfare.
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4) Internet of Things (IoT) - BDA is crucial for managing
and making sense of the big amount of data that is
generated by IoT devices.

In simpler terms, Big Data Analytics helps us make sense of
the mas-sive and diverse data from various wireless networks,
leading to im-provements in user experience, safety, effi-
ciency, and overall network optimization. Big data analytics
plays a significant role in sustainable development [11-13] by
providing valuable insights, facilitating in-formed decision-
making, and addressing various challenges associated with
environmental, social, and economic sustainability. Parallel
computing[14-21] plays a crucial role in data analytics by
improving the speed, efficiency, and scalability of data pro-
cessing tasks. In the context of large-scale data analytics,
where datasets can be massive and analytical tasks complex,
parallel computing offers several ad-vantages.

V. CONCLUSION
This article explains crucial role of Big Data Analytics
(BDA) in navi-gating the challenges posed by large-scale
wireless networks. The ex-ponential growth of data in these
networks, stemming from the wide-spread use of devices
like smartphones and sensors, defines the con-temporary
"big data era." Big Data life cycle encompasses all the four
stages, serves as a practical guide for handling the vast and
diverse data generated by these networks. By exploring the
necessities of BDA for specific networks, such as optimizing
costs in mobile communica-tion networks or ensuring safety
in vehicular networks, this article bridge the gap between
theory and practical application. The diverse data sources in
large wireless networks, ranging from sensors and cameras
to smartphones and IoT devices, present unique challenges.
Real-time processing and the time-sensitive nature of this
data add complexity to the analysis process. However, the
benefits of BDA, including improved user experience, safety,
and efficiency, underscore its significance in optimizing these
networks. In essence, this study contributes to a understand-
ing of how BDA functions within the dynamic landscape of
large-scale wireless net-works. As these networks continue
to evolve, our insights aim to guide further advancements,
fostering enhanced functionality, security, and efficiency. Ul-
timately, the effective implementation of BDA in large wire-
less networks holds the key to unlocking valuable insights
and improvements in our increasingly connected world.
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